This Language Neutral training will allow bilingual participants with no prior or little interpreting experience to familiarize themselves with this wonderful and fast growing profession! (1)

Community Interpreting is a flexible field. It includes work in education, medical and legal interpretation.

You will learn the three major modes of interpreting and with a hands-on role plays you will gain valuable skills that can be applied to a variety of industries.

Instructor: Natalia Cardillo is a full-time Nevada State Certified Court Interpreter with many years of experience and has been interpreting in many settings.

(1) According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics “Employment of interpreters and translators is projected to grow 18 percent from 2016 to 2026, much faster than the average for all occupations.”

Wednesdays, August 8, 15, 22, 2018
5:30-8:00 P.M
Northern Nevada International Center
855 W. 7th Street, Suite 270, Reno, NV 89503
Course cost: $125
($25 non-refundable)

Register with the Language Bank. Call 775-525-8965 or email languagebank@nnic.org. Don't delay, spots are limited!